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DENSITIES OF CERTAIN MEASURES 
BY 
s. D. CHATTERJI 
(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of May 29, 1965) 
§ 1 
Let P be a probability measure on the Borel sets of the unit interval 
1=[0,1] and let P ~ m, where m is the Lebesgue measure on I and "~" 
stands for absolute continuity. 
00 
Let X= ! Xtk-i, Xi E {O, 1,2, ... (k-l)} be the unique k-expansion of 
i~l 
X in I obtained by requiring that infinitely many x/s be different from 
tk-l). Let ai(x)=xi, i;;, 1. (k fixed but arbitrary throughout). 
The main purpose of this paper is to characterize those probability 
measures P on I which are such that 
(i) P~m 
(ii) {at(x)} is a sequence of independent functions with respect to P 
(1·1·1·) d'P b h b· I d'm can e c osen to e contmuous on . 
The class of probability measures P with properties (i) and (ii) will be 
denoted by 0 0 and those with properties (i), (ii), (iii) byO. It will be shown 
that 0 consists of measures induced by densities of the form constant·ct , 
O<t<l, O<c<oo. 
§ 2 
For each i, let Ai={O, 1,2, ... (k-l)}, i;;,1. Let At be made a proba-
k-l 
bility space by assigning mass Pt(j) to the set {j} in Ai; Pi(j) ;;, 0, ! Pt(j) = 1. 
00 i~O 
Let A = X Ai be the Cartesian product of the A/s with the product 
i~l 
probability W obtained from the Ai'S in the usual way. For a = (aI, 
00 
a2, ... ) E A, let n(a) = ! aile-i. Then n is a measurable mapping from A 
i~l 
onto 1. Hence one can define a measure P on I induced by n: for any 
Borel set A, P(A)= Wn-1(A) or P= Wn-1. In the sequel, W or P will 
be said to be generated by the {Pi(j)}. It is well known that the measure 
P is always pure i.e. P is either purely atomic or purely singular or 
absolutely continuous with respect to m. This and the following theorem 
can be inferred directly from the work in [1] and [2]. 
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Theorem 1: P E Co iff P is generated by {Pt(j)} such that 
k-1 00 L L {pt(j)-k-1}2< +=. 
;=0 i=l 
In this case, one has the formula 
dP 00 
dm (x) = }] k·pt(at(x)) a.e. (m); XEl. 
It is not claimed that the infinite product above converges for every x; 
actually it does not in general and it will follow from the subsequent 
considerations that convergence for every x is equivalent to 
L L Ipt(j)-k-11<+=· 
i i 
k-1 00 00 
Lemma 1: L L Ipt(j)-k-1Ic < + =, c>O iff L IMt -k-1IC < + = 
;=0 i=O i=I 
00 
or iff L Imt- k-1Ic< += where M t = max Pt(j) and mi= min Pt(j). 
1=1 0';;;;';;;k-1 O';;;;';;;k-I 
Proof: S1 = {jlpt(j);;;. k-1}, S2 = {jlpt(j) < k-1}. Clearly, L {Pt(j) - k-1} = 
;ESl 
= L {k-1-pt(j)}. If JESt, Ipt(j)-k-11=pt(j)-k-1,,;;;;(Mt-k-1). If j ES2, 
iESa 




00 k-1 00 00 
L IMt-kI C ";;;; L L Ipt(j)-k-1Ic ,,;;;;kC+1 L IMt -k-1Ic• 
i=l i=O i=l i=O 
Same inequality can be proved with m/s replacing M t . Hence the lemma. 
dP 
Lemma 2: P E Co =>.>- dm E LC(I) O,,;;;;c<=. 
Proof: . dP dP Smce dm ;;;. 0 a.e. (m) and f dm . dm(x) = 1, one need only 
consider the case c> 1. One has the formula 
( dP)C 00 k-1 f dm dm(x) = g kc- 1 {;~ pl(j)} 
and one need only prove that the infinite product on the right converges. 
To this end, put 
k-1 
Then L rt(j)=O. According to Theorem 1, for i;;;.No and all j, 
;=0 
Ikrt(j)l,,;;;; 2-1 < 1. 
Since for Itl,;;;;2-1 <1, 
(1 +t)c< 1 +ct+dt2 
one has for i;;.No, 
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(d=some constant) 
k-l k-l k-l L kC- 1ptC(j) < L k-1 {I + ckrt(j) + dk2rt2(j)} = 1 + dk L rt2(j) 
j~O ,~O j~O 
k-l 00 
Since by Theorem 1, P E Co implies L L rt2(j) < + 00 the convergence 
j~O i~l 
of the infinite product above is guaranteed. 
Theorem 2: Let P E Co; then a version of ~~ is bounded in some 
sub-interval of I iff 
k-l 00 
L L Ipt(j)-k-11 < +00. 
j~O i~l 
In case ddP is bounded in some subinterval, it belongs to LOO(I) and a version 
m . 




Proof: If L L Ipt(j)-k-1 1< +00 then by lemma 1, II kM'I< +00 
i i '~l 
and by theorem 1 dP 00 
dm (x),;;;; }] kMt < +00. 
Hence ~~ E LOO(I) and f(x) in the above formula is well defined at every 
d . . f dP x an IS a versIOn 0 dm' 
On the other hand, if ~~ is a.e. (m) bounded in some subinterval, it 
must be so bounded in an interval of the type (bk-n, (b+ l)k-n) whence 
according to the representation of theorem 1, ~~ E LOO(I). 
Now 
Il dP11 = lim IldP11 = lim IT Ilkpt(at(x)llc. dm 00 c-+oo dm c c-+oo i~l 
, k-l 




Hence II kMi < +00 and so L (kMi,-l)< +00. This combined with 
i~l i~l 





P EO iff P(A) = f tc(X) dm(x) 
A 
tc(x) = logccx it xEI, O<c<+oo, c#] 
c-1 
1 it x E I, c = 1. 
Proof: (a) That tc(x) defines P EO is easy to see from the formula 
tc(x) = log c fr Cai(x)k- i c# 1 
c-1 i=l 
and the fact {ai(x)} are independent when P=m. The case c= 1, corre-
sponds to P=m, the Lebesgue measure. 
(b) I assume now that P EO C 0 0 • ~~ then is in Loo(I) and according 
to theorem 2, 
00 
can be taken as a version of ~~ where {Pi(j)} is the generating sequence 
for P. 
For any x not of the form bk-n, t(x) is continuous. This is so, since 
Ix-x'i <k-n implies ai(x)=ai(x'), 1 <:i<n and hence 
If(x)-t(x')1 <: IT kpi(ai(x)) (ft kMi - ft kMi) 
<: constant (ft kMi - ft kMi). 
Therefore, t(x) must represent the continuous version of ~~ . I shall now 
discuss when t(x) can be continuous at points of the form x=bk-n. Let 
an(x) =j, 1 <:j <: (k-l), be the last non-zero term in the k-expansion of x. 
Such an x can be approximated by the sequence 
n-1 N 
XN = ~ ai(x)k-i+(j-1)k-n + ~ (k-l)k-i. 
i=l =n+1 
Hence, for continuity, one must have 
nOOn II kpi(ai(x))· Pn(j) II kpt(O) = II kpi(at(x)) . 
• =1 i=n+1 .=1 
00 
. Pn(j -1). II kpi(k-l). 
i=n+1 
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First, I shall show that Pn(i) > 0 for all i and n;;;;. 1. If not, there is smallest 
n such that Pt(i) > 0 for all i and i;;;;. (n + 1). The above equation then is 
impossible for a suitable choice of x of the form bk-n . 
Since Pt(j» 0, one has from above, for every i, l<.i<.(k-l) and n;;;;.l, 
Pn(i) = IT pt(k-l) = Cn 







Pn(O) is determined by the condition that 
k-l ! pn(i) = 1 
i=O 
and hence Pn(0)=(cr"_1)/(cr"+1_1), c¥d. 
If c= 1, then f(x) = 1, x E I and the theorem is proved. Otherwise, 
one has 
00 
f(x) = IT kpn(O) Ca..(X)k-1I 
11=1 
= IT kpn(O) • cI:-1 a..(x)k-1I 
11=1 
00 
= IT kpn(O) . CX. 
11=1 
Although not necessary, it can be verified directly that 
IT kpn(O) = lim _1_ . kN(Ck-N -1) = log c. 
11=1 N-+oo c-l c-l 
Finally therefore it has been shown that 
f(x) = /c(x) = log c . CX. 
c-l 
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N.B. It is clear from the above discussion that if P EGO and ~~ E Loo(I) 
then there is a version of ~~ which has at most denumerably many 
discontinuities. ~~ has finitely many discontinuities iff the density function 
is of the form 
t(x) = dntc(x) when x E In n=1,2, ... ,N 
N 
= 0 X ¢ U In 
n~l 
where In are binary intervals of the same size and dn ;;. 0 are some 
constants. 
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